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The plethora of mobile apps introduce critical challenges 
to digital forensics practitioners:
– Diversity of apps
– Lack of sufficient expert-knowledge about such apps, in term 
of what and where the evidentiary data were generated, and 
left by mobile apps, locally on the device or remotely on 
external third-party servers. 
Motivation
Location Spoofer
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Objectives of the research
– Develop automated mobile app (as the first step, 
Android) analysis tools to discover all the possible 
evidentiary data generated and left on the device’s 
local storage (file, SQLite, or SharedPreference), or 
sync/backup to remote server(s) (cloud).
– Build App Evidence Databased (AED)
Major technical approaches - EviHunter
– Static program analysis (StatEviHunter)
– Dynamic program analysis (DynEviHunter)
Objectives
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Use Scenario of EviHunter
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Implementation Overview
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Fig. 1: Android App Analysis Framework 
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Implementation Conts
8Fig. 2: A Simplified Android ART procedure 
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Implementation - Taint Tag 
• Bit-wise mode
• Adjacent memory implementation: A 4-byte integer follows the 
variable
• Each bit represents the presence of a kind of information
e.g. 0x0100 could mean the presence of GPS
• Tag-id mode
• A 4-byte id is assigned to each variable if a variable is tainted
• The id is used to find the tag set which contains a set of tags 
stored on heap 
• The id starts at 1 and increments over time 
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Implementation - Taint Tag Conts
Fig. 3: Taint Storage on App’s Stack and Heap Space 
For example, 
instruction like v1 
= v2+v3 refers to 
the addition of 
virtual register 2 
and 3 and the 
result is saved into 
virtual register 1. 
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Implementation - Class Modification
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Fig. 4 : Modified Memory Layout 
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Implementation - Propagation Rules
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Fig. 5: Taint Propagation Rules 
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Implementation - Source & Sink
• Source:
GPS, Text Input, Device ID, Phone information, 
File reading
• Sink: File writing, System.out, Logcat output
• File IO
Dynamic Taint tag – assign for each file
13
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Experimental Evaluation 
• Benchmark APK testing
• Real-world APK with manual test
• PlayDrone APK pool with auto test
14
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Experimental Evaluation Conts
15Fig. 6: Mobile Device and PC-end Analysis Engine 
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Experimental Evaluation Conts
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TABLE I: Accuracy Results of Benchmark App Analysis
TABLE II: Testing Result on Popular Apps 
• Benchmark APK testing
• Real-world APK with manual test
• PlayDrone APK pool with auto test
We have written a testing script for the purpose of auto-testing with a large set of apps 
we have collected. 
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Summary
• We propose a dynamic taint analysis tool for 
Android apps forensics. Our results 
demonstrated that the initial success of our tool 
in accurately discovering the evidentiary data. 
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